Bevlo - Budapest, Hungary
Design textile retail company
Bevlo is a company selling textile and fabric for interior design. Located in the heart of Budapest, the showroom
of the business plays a key-part for the owners. Established in a genuine gallery, it allows them to exhibit all the
tissue offered. It was then essential for the company to receive the customers in the best conditions and to showcase
the items the best way possible.
Convinced by the user-friendliness combined with the quality of the system, the owners appealed to Domintell to equip the
gallery with an all-around building automation system. Thanks to our technology, Bevlo can entirely configure and control its
lighting, from the floor to the ceiling. Textiles and fabrics are then optimally displayed, based on the taste and choices of the
owners, thanks to customized configurations for harmonious and dimmable light atmospheres. The lighting can also smartly
adapt depending on numerous factors: the building lights up at opening, the outside sign is on for scheduled hours, etc.
The smart system is not only dedicated to the lighting since it also controls the ventilation system, the air-conditioning system
and the heating. The whole building is controlled from pushbuttons or even remotely through a smartphones and tablets app.

Testimony
It was necessary for us to showcase our products with a lighting and a configuration suiting our
vision of design. We appealed to Domintell to make it happen easily and to be able to extend
its role beyond lighting, in order to optimize our studio. Here, Domintell allows us to open and
close the building in all simplicity with a single push on a button or a screen. We also configured
our install so that the temperature measured by our thermostats (integrated in the buttons)
directly trigger actions from the automated control of the climate inside the building. ”

The owners

Objectives of the installation
Lighting atmospheres

Building management

Centralization

Configure customized
lighting atmospheres for
tastefully lighted areas.

Manage the whole building
with an all-around system
acting on numerous devices.

Configure your
pushbuttons or pair your
mobile devices with the
installation for a total
and centralized control.

Zoom on the GoldenGate software
After 18 years of good services, the Domintell2 software is replaced with a fully new
version named GoldenGate. Including all the features of the original software, GoldenGate
maintains the user-friendliness Domintell was popular for, with always more customizable
configurations. However, it reshapes the whole tool so that it could perform with new
technologies, such as the internet of things and Bluetooth® 5, through a better integration
with modern Mac, Windows and Linux operating systems. With GoldenGate, it has never
been funnier to configure your installation powered by the Domintell system.
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